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Executive Summary
In April 2005, British Columbia’s Ministry of Health (Ministry) transferred administration of the
Medical Services Plan (MSP) and PharmaCare programs to MAXIMUS BC under the Health Insurance
BC (HIBC) program. In doing so, British Columbia became a leader in the Alternative Service Delivery
(ASD) of MSP and PharmaCare administration.1 The Ministry has worked closely with MAXIMUS BC
to transform both the business processes and the technologies behind the MSP and PharmaCare
programs. Over the past 10 years, MAXIMUS BC has integrated and streamlined administration and
improved operational efficiencies while adhering to strict provincial standards for the protection of
privacy and personal information. As a result, HIBC is well positioned to assist the Ministry to meet
the future health and drug care needs of all British Columbians.
As highlighted in this 10 Year Performance Report, the goals of the ASD model have resulted in the
provision of consistent and high-quality program delivery on behalf of the Ministry. HIBC submits
monthly reports to the Ministry, reporting performance on service levels to the public and Health
Care Providers, which are measured against the Service Level Requirements of the Master Services
Agreement (the contract).
How are we doing? Health Insurance BC’s 10 Year Performance Report documents the progress of
HIBC in meeting the Ministry’s strategic goals and business objectives, as well as the resulting
benefits for the Ministry and, more importantly, the citizens of British Columbia.

1

Nova Scotia is the only other province that has fully outsourced administration of these programs, including information systems development
and support, to a third party vendor.
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Part 1 – The History of Health Insurance BC
Since MSP was established in 1965 and PharmaCare in 1974, the population of British Columbia has
grown by approximately 80 per cent, continually increasing the demand for and complexity of the
services these programs deliver. Legislative changes, policy changes and challenging fiscal cycles
affected government’s ability to sustain acceptable service levels for the administration of both
programs, particularly for the public. Services to physicians, pharmacists and health care providers
faced similar challenges. While many of these services were largely automated and services to
health care providers were generally timely, maintaining service levels to the public as transaction
volumes increased remained a challenge for the Ministry of Health (Ministry).
By 2003, MSP services to the public were characterized as requiring a high degree of manual labour
to process over 800,000 paper forms and respond to over one million phone calls from the public
each year. Significant processing delays and large backlogs at the document processing centre were
matched by frequent busy signals and long waits on hold at the call centre. In addition, the aging
technology was complex and inflexible, limiting the ability to measure performance, improve
workflows, automate manual processes, implement self-service options and adapt quickly to policy
changes.
The Ministry recognized that significant and sustainable improvement in the delivery of services to
the public as well as modernization of the supporting technology were required to meet increasing
demands and adapt quickly to ongoing changes in policy and procedures.

The Province’s Strategic Business Drivers
On July 29, 2003, then Health Minister Colin Hansen announced that the Ministry was launching a
new innovative service delivery model for Health Benefits Operations (HBO), which included the
Medical Services Plan and PharmaCare Plans. The Minister stated, “Over the past three decades,
technology and business processes used to serve the public have been developed on an ad hoc basis
and are now ineffective in meeting the growing needs of British Columbians…. Our goal is to
modernize and improve MSP services to the public, and maintain the quality of our MSP and
PharmaCare business services to physicians and other health care professionals.”
The Ministry’s strategic goals for the Alternative Service Delivery (ASD) model were to:
Improve service to the public by involving specialized private sector expertise in business
process re-engineering, and state of the art technologies;
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Protect privacy and personal information to ensure high privacy and security standards are
met and that, where a privacy incident or breach occurs, it is dealt with quickly and
effectively;
Permit the Ministry to focus on its core business – stewardship and leadership for the
health system in British Columbia – rather than on direct delivery of administrative services;
Increase operational flexibility by transforming the business and underlying technology to
enable quicker and better response to constant business changes (e.g., medical advances,
policy changes);
Avoid capital costs associated with upgrades/replacement of existing systems by
transferring government-owned assets to the vendor and including a requirement to
upgrade or replace legacy technology systems; and,
Manage costs within the context of the Ministry’s service plan by transferring to the
private sector the risks of improving and maintaining service delivery within a pre-defined
budget allocation.
On November 4, 2004, after an intensive 16-month competitive procurement process, the Ministry
entered into a Master Services Agreement (contract) with MAXIMUS BC. A five-month transition
period followed and, on April 1, 2005, MAXIMUS BC assumed responsibility for the delivery of
administrative services and the supporting technology under the new program brand, "Health
Insurance BC." The key features of the agreement with MAXIMUS BC were published in the
Health Benefits Operations Project Summary, November 4, 2004
(http://www.cio.gov.bc.ca/local/cio/asd/HBO_Project_Summary.pdf).

The Transition
Following five intensive months of transition activities from November 2004 through March 2005,
handover was accomplished as follows:






Over 95 per cent of experienced Ministry staff who had been involved in the delivery of the
services were retained by MAXIMUS BC and transitioned to HIBC;
A separate, independently managed collective agreement between MAXIMUS BC and the
BC Government and Service Employees’ Union was established;
Recruitment and training of over 85 call centre staff was completed;
A consolidated contact centre with state-of-the-art technology was implemented;
Support of Ministry technologies was transferred from the incumbent outsourced service
provider to MAXIMUS BC – and was fully functional;
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All required sub-contractor and supplier contracts were in place;
Comprehensive privacy and security policy, practices and training were in place; and,
Newly developed corporate support systems and services were operational, such as
mailroom, finance, payroll, human resources, and training and resources.

By April 4, 2005, administration of MSP and PharmaCare operations was successfully transitioned to
MAXIMUS BC.

The People, Services and Technology
In the 10 years since the transition, the consistent focus has been on delivering the core operational
services while improving business processes and transforming technologies to deliver health
insurance programs and services more efficiently and effectively to the people of British Columbia.
HIBC manages a wide range of operational services to support MSP and PharmaCare administration,
including:







Program information management and customer support;
Contact centre services;
Beneficiary and Provider account management;
Document management services;
Medical and pharmaceutical claims management; and,
Corporate support services.

Discretionary and policy-sensitive functions that support the stewardship role remain with the
Ministry program areas. Through the Ministry’s Business Management Office (BMO), the Ministry
delivers expertise and leadership in the oversight of the contract. In addition, the BMO oversees
compliance with the terms of the contract, maintains relationships and communicates regularly
with stakeholders and ensures that the alignment of business and deal objectives are mutually
beneficial for all parties. The BMO is responsible for:









Overall deal management;
Establishing and overseeing governance environments;
Issue and dispute management;
Managing end-to-end processes for service requests and change orders;
Service performance management;
Onboarding new business;
Performing audits, managing and assessing risk;
Prioritizing projects and managing resources including budgets; and,
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Ensuring compliance with legislation and standards.

In addition, the Ministry engages an independent service auditor to conduct annual audits of the
internal controls over MSP and PharmaCare services that MAXIMUS BC performs under the
contract. To date, none of the annual audits have identified exceptions.

Measuring Performance
To ensure the Ministry’s objectives for key HIBC services are continuously met, the contract
originally set out 27 rigorous Service Level Requirements and 42 Service Level Objectives that are
monitored daily and reported monthly. The MSA includes language that allows for financial
penalties if Service Level Requirements are not met and the cause of the failure is within control of
MAXIMUS BC and its direct subcontractors.
These Service Level Requirements and Service Level Objectives were in effect when operations
transitioned from the Ministry to HIBC and prior to implementation of the planned business and
technology improvements.
The first year of HIBC operations was challenging. By the second quarter of that year, HIBC incurred
penalties for not meeting Service Level Requirements in two key areas: document processing
turnaround times and Average Speed to Answer for telephone calls. While these were areas that
MAXIMUS BC had committed to making improvements at handover, there were contributing
factors that impacted HIBC’s performance:




Call volumes increased by 30 per cent over the same period in 2004 – due in large part to
changes to the MSP Premium Assistance program announced and implemented by
government on July 1, 2005 and affecting over 215,000 citizens; and,
Subsequent diversion of staff from document processing to assist in call answering led to a
growing document backlog.

HIBC was motivated to remedy the shortfalls as quickly as possible, and hired more staff and
reorganized the work flows to address the backlog. By the third quarter of that year, HIBC was
meeting all service levels, and the Province maintained its accountability to taxpayers.
To ensure alignment with emerging Ministry priorities and business needs, the contract allows for
the performance measures to be adjusted over the years. Most of the adjustments to the
performance measures occurred in 2008/09 and in 2012 when reviews of the service levels were
carried out by the Province and MAXIMUS BC. Adjustments included:
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Improving the performance measure for manual adjudication of MSP claims to move from a
volume-based measure to a service level that maintains service quality and prevents
backlogs as volumes rise;
Combining two service levels for Fair PharmaCare paper registraton to one service level
based on previous consistent performance;
Changing a Service Level Objective to a Service Level Requirement for out of country travel
claims to ensure timely processing of claims;
Adding Service Level Objectives for some public secondary telephone queues to improve
average speed to answer times by HIBC agents; and,
Combining a number of systems availability and dual process-based performance measures
to focus on those measures for which the non-attainment will have the greatest impact on
the Province.

As of March 31, 2015, there are 20 Service Level Requirements and 29 Service Level Objectives that
reflect service delivery priorities. Appendix B lists these performance measures.

Part 2 – How are we doing?
The How are we doing? Health Insurance BC 10 Year Performance Report builds on the original
November 2004 Health Benefit Operations Project Summary and on published quarterly reports
(http://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/health/about-bc-s-health-care-system/partners/healthinsurance-bc).2
This section of the report discusses the outcomes and service delivery improvements for each
strategic driver of the ASD arrangement.

Strategic Driver #1: Improve service to the public by involving specialized
private sector expertise in business process re-engineeringand state of the art
technologies
In April 2014, HIBC reached the milestone of meeting or surpassing Service Level Requirements for
program administration and customer service for 100 consecutive months. Since that time, HIBC
has continued to meet each of the Service Level Requirements that measure operational services
including:

2

Unless otherwise indicated, all progress reports and statistics quoted within this report are as of March 31, 2015.
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Provider registration;
MSP enrolment processing;
Premium Assistance processing;
Fair PharmaCare registration;
MSP/PharmaCare account maintenance;
Call answer speed;
Call busy rates; and,
Claims processing.

For details on key Service Level Requirements, see HIBC’s Quarterly Reports
(http://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/health/about-bc-s-health-care-system/partners/healthinsurance-bc).
Supported by operational enhancements and technology transformation, e.g., an updated call
centre, document imaging system, and redesigned business processes, HIBC is able to accurately
and efficiently manage a high monthly volume of calls, correspondence and document submissions
from the public and health care providers. For example:





2.7 million telephone calls are handled annually including:
o over 1.4 million calls handled by HIBC agents3, and
o approximately 1.3 million calls handled by Interactive voice response (IVR)4
Nearly 1 million documents processed each year
More than 2.7 million pieces of mail processed annually:
o over 1 million incoming and approximately 1.7 million outgoing pieces of mail.

See Appendix C for additional HIBC statistics.
HIBC has been able to scale up and adapt to growing and changing demands for customer service
while remaining within its fixed price contract and continuing to enhance its operations:



From 2005 to 2014, HIBC has managed a 40 per cent increase in annual calls handled by
agents;
The number of MSP health care provider claims processed by HIBC has increased from
125 million in 2006 (with a value of $3.2 billion) to 167 million in 2014 (with a value of
$4.4 billion).

The tables in Appendix D demonstrate key performance improvements from handover to current
day, addressing the Ministry’s business objectives set out for the Alternative Service Delivery
arrangement.
3

Directly or via call backs or voicemails

4

Due to ongoing Interactive Voice Response systems (IVRs) infrastructure upgrades, the number of IVR-handled calls and of total
calls handled has been approximated using an average of prior years’ data.
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Strategic Driver #2: Protect privacy and personal information to ensure high
privacy and security standards are met and that, where a privacy incident or
breach occurs, they are dealt with quickly and effectively
Stringent privacy and security policies govern HIBC operations to safeguard personal data collected
and utilized for the administration of MSP and PharmaCare programs. Both the contract between
the Province and MAXIMUS BC, and the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act,
require that data are only stored in Canada and prevent access to the Province’s data from outside
of Canada5. The Province has the ability to assess significant financial penalties against MAXIMUS BC
for breaching these contractual requirements.
The Province retains legal custody and control of all personal health information, sets all policy, is
accountable for all services and ensures personal privacy is protected. The corporate structure of
MAXIMUS includes a Canadian subsidiary with two BC-based subsidiaries. Directors of the BC-based
subsidiaries must be Canadian citizens and BC residents. Further, articles of incorporation restrict
disclosure for the USA Patriot Act and require notification if disclosure is requested. Shares of the
BC subsidiary are held in trust by Canadian Western Bank. There is no right of the US parent
company to direct the BC subsidiary regarding disclosure of information. Shares will transfer to the
Province in the event of a potential or actual disclosure. This is one of the ways the MSA protects
and ensures that all MSP and PharmaCare data remains in Canada.
To ensure compliance, the Ministry’s annual audits of MAXIMUS BC include a review of controls
over privacy and security every two years. In response to the Office of the Auditor General’s 2013
report, Health Benefits Operations: Are the Expected Benefits Being Achieved?, the Ministry
expanded the scope of its 2013 annual audit to include assessing systems design and the controls
over data storage and access The auditors confirmed that data access and storage under MAXIMUS
BC’s administration are well designed and controlled.
MAXIMUS BC is accountable for ensuring subcontractor security, with one exception. Assurance
over the security of the government shared services IT infrastructure (networks, firewall, intrusion
prevention, operating systems, etc.) that support MSP and PharmaCare information databases and
applications, is the responsibility of the Ministry of Technology, Innovation and Citizens’ Services
through its Office of the Chief Information Officer (OCIO). In addition to providing information
technology infrastructure services, the OCIO is responsible for the creation and maintenance of
Information Management and Information Technology (IM/IT) strategies, policies and standards.

5

Appendix 6 in the Health Benefits Operations Project Summary, November 4, 2004 outlines Privacy Protection requirements and
commitments in the MAXIMUS contract:(http://www.cio.gov.bc.ca/local/cio/asd/HBO_Project_Summary.pdf).
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The OCIO periodically commissions independent reviews of Information Technology General
Controls implemented by its service provider, Hewlett Packard Advanced Solutions (HPAS).
All applicants for employment with HIBC – including full-time, part-time, casual, occasional, and
contract positions – must be security cleared by MAXIMUS BC’s Human Resource department, by
submitting to a third-party security background check and signing mandatory confidentiality
agreements.
In support of HIBC administration, MAXIMUS BC maintains dedicated Chief Privacy Officer and Chief
Security Officer positions. The organization has implemented mandatory privacy and security
training for all employees and contractors, with annual updates and continuous tracking of
successful completion of training modules. Training and instruction includes:











Control of access to personal data;
Non-disclosure of personal information;
Collection, use and correction of personal information;
Disclosure of personal information;
Security of personal information;
Privacy Breach identification and remediation;
Contractor privacy flow downs;
Electronic communications;
Use of personal electronic devices; and,
Privacy/security compliance review.

Work instructions and training for HIBC staff ensure comprehensive awareness of and adherence to
privacy and security obligations across all areas of HIBC operations.
HIBC has implemented a rigorous approach to addressing privacy incidents which include:




Investigation, isolation, remediation and communication practices;
Disciplinary action up to and including termination of employees who deliberately violate
privacy requirements; and,
Review of business processes, refresher training and performance monitoring for
employees inadvertently contravening privacy practices.

Privacy standards are maintained through mandatory reporting of potential privacy-related
incidents – including those originating with third parties such as health care providers – as well as
correspondence misdirected due to incorrect or outdated citizen addresses. HIBC conducts ongoing
internal audits of employees’ work to detect privacy breaches. Data security is maintained through
corporate use of virtual desktop infrastructure, ensuring centralized management of sensitive data
and preventing duplication or storage of data on local desktops.
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MAXIMUS BC has adopted a zero-tolerance policy for all purposeful privacy breaches. The
MAXIMUS BC Chief Privacy Office works closely with the Business Management Office, the Ministry
and Ministry of Finance’s Corporate Information and Records Management Office in remediating
privacy breaches and providing breach remediation summaries.
Privacy incident prevention, reporting and remediation are closely monitored by the Business
Management Office. The Ministry continues to retain ultimate responsibility for the management
and control of all personal information collected, used and maintained by Health Insurance BC, to
set all policy associated with it, and to be accountable for its protection.

Strategic Driver #3: Permit the Ministry to focus on its core business –
stewardship and leadership for the health system in British Columbia – rather
than on direct delivery of services
This driver was realized through the assignment of administrative roles and business processes to
MAXIMUS BC, and retention by the Ministry of only stewardship and leadership responsibilities. The
Ministry’s role includes the development and interpretation of legislation and policy, program
design, oversight of the contract, and governance of the relationship between government and
MAXIMUS BC. Government remains accountable for the services delivered through HIBC, and uses
its contractual rights to ensure MAXIMUS BC complies with government direction.
HIBC has adapted and expanded its program and service delivery since 2005 to implement new
policies and programs at the request of the Ministry while continuing to deliver on core service
requirements and improve operational performance. For each change, government sets the policy
direction and requirements, and MAXIMUS BC adjusts its operations to deliver services that meet
the new requirements. For example, the BC Services Card project was initiated in 2010 to replace
the CareCard and provide secure access to government services. MAXIMUS BC used its expertise to
redesign its technology, expand and adjust its call centre and document processing operations and
implement security improvements to reduce potential fraud and misuse.
The contract allows government to on-board additional health sector administrative services to
HIBC, if appropriate and cost effective. MAXIMUS BC has become a key partner and stakeholder in
developing and implementing new programs and associated technologies. A recent example is the
Temporary Premium Assistance program, which will transition to HIBC effectiveApril 1, 2015.
The Ministry and HIBC have also developed business processes/workflows that move across the
HIBC-MoH boundaries, including issue escalations, discretionary decisions and citizen appeals.
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Strategic Driver #4: Increase operational flexibility by transforming the
business and underlying technology to enable better response to constant
business changes (e.g., medical advances, policy changes)
The transition of business operations from the Ministry to MAXIMUS BC used a “run-build-run”
approach, in order to minimize the risk of disrupting ongoing service delivery.
The first “run” phase provided MAXIMUS BC with the opportunity to stabilize the new HIBC
organization while developing an in-depth understanding of the business and its drivers, and of the
impacts and risks associated with change. The “build” phase called for ongoing modernization and
streamlining of HIBC business processes and specific components of the underlying technology –
the call centre infrastructure, the MSP claims system and the MSP registration system – collectively
referred to as ‘transformation projects’. The contract allows for both the Ministry and MAXIMUS BC
to implement additional improvements in business processes and technologies throughout the
contract term to support further cost reductions and government priorities.
A phased approach to the introduction of transformed processes and technologies allowed for
regular realignment with Ministry objectives, government’s evolving technology direction and new
policies. In addition, this allowed HIBC and the Ministry to continue to deliver to standards and best
practices as HIBC adjusted to each scheduled change before the next was implemented.
Key transformation projects are listed below, and outlined in further detail in Appendix E. The
changes have improved security and accuracy, and provide the foundation for potential new
approaches to health care administration by removing the limitations imposed by the legacy
technology systems. The changes also provide the opportunity for continuous improvement of HIBC
operations.


Enrolment Automation: Enables electronic submission of previously paper-based medical
claims and some MSP enrolment and account maintenance forms, as well as automation of
newborn registrations in MSP, leveraging the registration of live-birth process with the Vital
Statistics Agency. Optical Character Recognition (OCR) software automates form
recognition, registration and processing – improving efficiency, customer service and
privacy;



Contact Centre and Telephony: The contact centre infrastructure was transformed twice
during the first 10 years of the contract term. Most recently, HIBC telecommunications
services were upgraded to Voice Over Internet Protocol (VOIP) technology, including new
data lines to support higher volume of HIBC calls, improved call management software, new
Interactive Voice Response (IVR) technology, and new workforce management optimization
software;
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MSP Enrolment System: The end-of-life MSP enrolment system was replaced with a new
system that offers greater functionality and enhanced privacy, security and audit
capabilities; and,



Medical Claims Processing: The MSP claims payment system was modernized to increase
automated adjudication and the speed and flexibility of payment rules. In the course of
transforming the claims systems, a large number of redundant and invalid rules were
identified and remediated.

In addition to the transformation projects that were identified in the original contract, the
modernization of PharmaNet and BC Services Card are examples of significant new projects that
were not anticipated during the original contract procurement:


Pharmacy Claims and Drug Information System: The PharmaNet system was modernized to
allow the recording and retrieval of electronic prescriptions, improve clinician access and
medication management tools, and improve financial controls in the system; and,



BC Services Card: New systems and processes were implemented to accommodate the
creation of the new BC Services Card program. This program replaces the CareCard and
requires re-enrolment of BC residents in the Medical Services Plan as the first step in
implementing a broader government initiative for citizens to access government services.

HIBC’s operational model is based on sustaining and improving quality and productivity in an
environment of high-volume business services, supported by a complex array of technologies and
administrative functions. In addition to delivering the major technology projects, HIBC has used its
corporate expertise in program delivery redesign to further streamline and integrate its business
operations including redesigning call centre operations, improving internal performance
management tools and streamlining workflows.

Strategic Driver #5: Avoid capital costs associated with upgrades/replacement
of existing systems
Technology assets and contracts that support HIBC business services were sold or transferred to
MAXIMUS BC upon handover, and government now contracts with MAXIMUS BC to deliver business
services according to defined standards (the Service Level Requirements). Because Government
does not own the assets, the responsibility for securing capital funding rests with MAXIMUS BC.
Under the contract, MAXIMUS BC is required to replace specified technology components and
maintain current technology throughout the term of the agreement, and provide capital funding as
required.
The cost of the transformation projects that were upgraded or replaced, such as the call centre and
MSP systems, was negotiated and built into the ongoing base operating fees that Government pays
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to MAXIMUS BC monthly. This funding model not only relieves the Province’s need to allocate
scarce capital funds, but has also insulated Government from significant cost increases over the 10
years of the agreement.

Strategic Driver #6: Manage costs within the context of the Ministry Service
Plan by transferring to the private sector the risks of improving and
maintaining service delivery within a pre-defined budget allocation

Prior to outsourcing, it was Government’s responsibility to deal with the budget implications of
fluctuating service demands, volume growth and technology upgrade projects. Through the fixed
pricing negotiated for the deal, that responsibility has been passed to MAXIMUS BC.
Government pays a fixed monthly operating fee to MAXIMUS BC to deliver HIBC services including
specific technology transformation activities. The fixed base fees do not directly correlate on a
month-by-month, year-by-year basis to the vendor’s actual costs. Government and the vendor
negotiated an all-in, 10-year cost, and then allocated that cost evenly over the 10 years of the deal.
The only year-over-year increases in the base fees are a 1.25 percent increase annually for inflation.
This funding model motivates MAXIMUS BC to continuously improve its service-delivery processes
to reduce costs, and it ensures MAXIMUS BC has strong incentives to manage the technology
transformation projects to the highest possible standards. The benefits to Government are a
steady, predictable cost base for the delivery of HIBC core services over the term of the contract
and a more efficient, lower-cost operation at the end of the contract term.
During the pre-handover transition phase and during the first two years of the contract term, the
contract was not fixed-price. The Province shared in cost over-runs incurred by MAXIMUS BC. The
Province’s share declined over this period:




Transition: Province’s share = 50%
Year One: Province’s share = 40%
Year Two: Province’s share = 25%

By agreeing to this provision, the Province avoided a significant risk premium being added to the
fixed fees. Following the end of Year Two, the Province no longer shared in overages on the fixed
base fees. The decline in the Province’s share of any overages recognized MAXIMUS BC’s increasing
ability to control and manage operating costs and to identify and implement service improvements
that will lower operating costs over the long term.
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All improvements in services and technology implemented by the vendor will accrue to government
at the end of the contract term, at which time government may either re-procure an external
vendor to continue service delivery, or re-patriate the services to government.

Summary Financial Review
The original contract had a fixed-fee value of $324 million, encompassing a five-month Transition
Period prior to handover of operations to MAXIMUS BC, plus the first 10 years of HIBC operations.
The total value of payments to MAXIMUS over the same term is $489 million, an increase of
approximately 50 per cent over the original 10-year cost.
The contract made provision for the costs to change over time under specific circumstances, as
outlined in the risk-allocation summary in the November 2004 Project Summary Report. The status
of financial risks managed during the first 10 years of the contract term is shown in Appendix F.
The key drivers for changes in the fees during the first 10 years have been the materialization of
risks (see risk sharing below) and changes in the scope of services identified in the original contract.
The latter can be broken out into routine policy and program changes and major projects.

The main elements of each category are described below:


Base operational fees. Increases to the original fixed fees have occurred due to two factors:
o The addition or deletion of core, ongoing services provided through the contract.
o As a consequence of the five-year renewal agreement. In order to provide greater
budget certainty, the base fees were re-set effective from the date of the renewal
(February 2013), rather than at the end of the initial 10-year term.
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Risk Sharing. Expenditures and recoveries in this category arise from three sources:
o Risk-sharing on fixed fees to the end of second year of operations. The Province and
MAXIMUS BC shared the risk of cost overages on the fixed base fees during the
Transition period and first two years of the contract term.
o Negotiated settlement of contractual issues and disputes. In common with all contracts,
the MSA provides a mechanism for issues that cannot be resolved between those
responsible for day-to-day oversight of the contract. Disputes may escalate through
several levels within the Ministry, and ultimately may be resolved through binding
arbitration. Several claims from the vendor have been settled over the first 10 years.
The Ministry and MAXIMUS BC reached negotiated settlements on each without
escalating to external mediation or arbitration.
The claims fall into two broad categories:
 Assumptions in the original economic model that did not materialize.
 Provincial policy and program decisions that impacted components of MAXIMUS
BC’s transformation projects.
o Failure of the vendor to perform to the required service standards. When this occurred
during the first few months of the contract, the Province received a “credit” reducing
the monthly fees payable to MAXIMUS BC.



Routine Policy and Program Changes. When the Province makes changes in policy or
programming that require corresponding changes in HIBC technology or service delivery,
and the cost of those changes is substantive, the Province is fully responsible for the costs of
implementing the changes. When MAXIMUS BC identifies policy or program delivery
changes that would result in cost reductions to the Ministry, they may negotiate a one-time
cost-sharing agreement with the Province.
Items in this category include:
o Changes to in-scope services and technology. These most commonly occur due to policy
or program decisions made by the Ministry. However, the contract and funding model
also anticipate and provide incentives for MAXIMUS BC to implement continuing
improvements and efficiencies in service delivery.
o Costs shown for this category include both the one-time development costs, and the
related increases in ongoing operating costs to support the new services.



Major Projects. Includes significant policy or program shifts that are managed jointly by the
Province, MAXIMUS BC and other vendors. Three major projects occurred during the first
10 years of the contract and were significant components of the overall cost increases. Each
project also resulted in increases in HIBC’s ongoing operational costs:
o The Revenue Management System Project: implementation of a new Revenue
Management system component to replace the Medical Services Plan Premium billing
15

functionality that previously resided within the MSP Registration and Premium Billing
system.
o The eDrug-PharmaNet Modernization Project: redevelopment of PharmaNet to allow
for the recording and retrieval of electronic prescriptions, expand and improve clinician
access and medication management tools, and improve financial controls in the system.
o The BC Services Card Project: replaces the CareCard and requires re-enrolment of
BC residents in the Medical Services Plan as the first step in implementing a broader
government initiative to enable improved citizens access to government services.

The Legacy Systems Challenge
Over the past 10 years, the most significant transformation – with the most risks and highest
potential for disruption in the delivery of core HIBC services – has been the modernization of the
MSP Enrolment and the MSP Claims legacy systems. The MSP Enrolment system (known as the
“Registration and Premium Billing” system or “R&PB”) was built in the mid-1980s to be the main
administrative system for enrolling and administering individuals’ eligibility for MSP coverage. The
MSP Claims system was last updated in the early 1990s, and is the system by which practitioners
submit claims for services funded under the Medical Services Plan. To address the numerous
business and technology changes that occurred since they were developed or updated, both
systems underwent multiple patches and one-time add-ons over time. By the time that MAXIMUS
BC took over the services, the systems were extremely complex, and required costly and difficult
maintenance. The original programming languages were almost obsolete, and few technicians were
available with the knowledge to support them.
Consultations were conducted to gather business requirements and ensure the transformation
approach met or surpassed the new objectives and direction defined by the respective Ministry
program areas, emerging Ministry priorities and government’s technology objectives.
The resulting strategy for transforming the legacy systems included the MSP Claims re-engineering
and optimization enhancements, completed in 2012. The objectives of this transformation project
were to increase flexibility, improve operational efficiencies and provide better analytics of
proposed policy changes related to claims processing. The scope of the project included three
initiatives:




Rules Management – review all automated adjudication rule sets and remove or repair
redundant and dysfunctional rules;
Data Management – integrate and re-engineer databases; and,
MSP Claims/Enrolment System Interface Changes – accommodate changes to interfaces
between the MSP Claims and MSP Enrolment system to account for the replacement of R&PB.
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Of note was the review and re-write of business rules, which over a period of two years resulted in
the reduction of claims payments by approximately $900,000 per year. MAXIMUS BC also
developed a new TeleMax system that took the pre-processing of incoming claims out of the
mainframe environment, thereby reducing processing costs.
The strategy also included replacement of the R&PB legacy system’s enrolment and maintenance
components with Medigent®, a Canadian, licensed commercial off-the-shelf application. Launched
as “RAPID” (Registration and Premium Information Determination) in late 2014, the new enrolment
and account maintenance system offers:







A modern Windows-based user interface designed to current technology standards;
Less complex and less costly support and development;
A relational database providing increased flexibility in configuration and implementation of
rules and policies;
Support for hundreds of technical interfaces and thousands of users across the province;
Enhanced privacy, security and audit capabilities; and,
Detailed reporting and documentation across all areas.

Following a thorough period of training, rehearsals, data conversion, and detailed scheduling, RAPID
was implemented successfully in December 2014. In the months after launch, HIBC was able to
meet all Service Level Requirements and, following a six-month stabilization period, RAPID
implementation was completed.

Part 3 – Building on the Health Insurance BC Platform
As HIBC has matured, the Ministry has recognized opportunities to capitalize on the success of this
Alternative Service Delivery arrangement. Opportunities to onboard new and complementary
services to HIBC have included the Temporary Premium Assistance Program and multiple phases of
the BC Services Card project.
The Temporary Premium Assistance program, currently administered by the Ministry of Finance,
provides short-term waivers of MSP premiums to citizens experiencing a sudden, unexpected
financial hardship for which they could not reasonably have budgeted. The Ministry of Health is
exploring onboarding/transferring this program to HIBC to allow for integration with the regular
Premium Assistance Program,provide an opportunity to streamline both processes and make the
application process faster, easier and less confusing for citizens and more cost effective for the
Province.
The BC Services Card project is a partnership between the Ministry of Health, HIBC, the Insurance
Corporation of British Columbia and the Ministry of Technology, Innovation and Citizens’ Services.
It is designed to replace the existing CareCard with a new BC Services Card that offers enhanced
17

identity management and security features. This new card is a key enabler of a broader government
initiative for citizens to access government services – especially electronic services – more securely
and lays the foundation for enhanced fraud management.
In conjunction with other partners, Ministry efforts towards BC Services Card project goals through
HIBC have contributed to:





Integration of identity proofing for MSP beneficiaries with ICBC client support and card
production services;
Enhancements to MSP beneficiary management processes and infrastructure at HIBC;
Introduction of BC Services Card “modified process,” adding a new layer of fraud protection for
non-photo BC Services Cards; and,
Ongoing planning and development of the BC Services Card project, including increasing card
uptake.

Ongoing HIBC Modernization
MAXIMUS BC continues to invest in business process and technology upgrades that deliver
improved value and alignment with Ministry business objectives.
Over the past 10 years, MAXIMUS BC has undertaken ongoing technological innovation to support
the modernization of HIBC operations. In addition to Claims Transformation, the Contact Centre
upgrade to VOIP (Voice Over Internet Protocol) and the RAPID enrolment system, the following
areas have also seen significant advances in modernization (see Appendix G for further detail):


Implementation of an Enterprise Architecture to align all HIBC technology platforms;



Implementation of further automation for improved efficiency, enhanced customer service and
increased privacy; and,



Enhancements to the PharmaNet application under the eDrug and PharmaNet Modernization
Projects.

All improvements to HIBC business processes and technologies made by MAXIMUS BC are part of
the HIBC enterprise, which may either revert to the Ministry or be outsourced through a new
procurement process at the end of the contract term.
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Continuous Improvement through 2020
From 2005 to 2015, the Ministry and MAXIMUS BC have worked together to ensure the stable and
effective delivery of HIBC programs. Following the completion of an end-of-term review in
February 2013, the Ministry and MAXIMUS signed a five-year extension of the Health Insurance BC
contract. The extension period, which runs from April 2015 to March 2020, provides an opportunity
to build on achievements to date while continuing to deliver high quality service to both citizens
and Health Care Providers in British Columbia.

The Business Management Office, Ministry of Health, key stakeholders and MAXIMUS BC remain
committed to fully realizing the vision, objectives and benefits that the Province and Ministry
expect to achieve. Seeking new opportunities to build on a growing legacy of administrative and
operational excellence, HIBC represents success in alternative service delivery.
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Appendix A – Glossary of Terms
Alternative Service Delivery (ASD) — outsourcing initiatives meeting the objectives of the Province,
primarily the cost-effective and efficient delivery of services through innovative partnering with the
private sector
Average Speed to Answer (ASA) — average speed to answer telephone calls
BC Services Card – a card issued by the Province that provides secure access to provincial
government services, including insured health care services
Beneficiary — an individual eligible to receive benefits from MSP and/or PharmaCare
CareCard – a card issued by the Ministry of Health, prior to the introduction of the BC Services Card,
to persons registered with the Medical Services Plan
Health Benefit Operations (HBO) — the original name for the combined operations of the Medical
Services Plan and PharmaCare within the Ministry of Health
Health Care Providers — physicians and other health care practitioners, including pharmacists
under PharmaCare
HSIMT — the Health Sector Information Management/Information Technology Division of the
Ministry of Health
Joint Solution Procurement (JSP) — the ASD procurement model, wherein the client and shortlisted vendors jointly develop the solution to be implemented
Master Services Agreement (the contract) — the contract between MAXIMUS BC and the Ministry
of Health to administer the Medical Services Plan and PharmaCare services on behalf of the
Province under the name “Health Insurance BC”
MAXIMUS — the group of companies that includes MAXIMUS BC Health Inc., MAXIMUS BC Health
Benefit Operations, Inc. (jointly referred to as MAXIMUS BC), MAXIMUS Canada Inc. and MAXIMUS,
Inc.
Medical Services Plan (MSP) — the health insurance program of the province of B.C.
Ministry of Health (the Ministry) —the B.C. government ministry responsible for Health Insurance
BC and, formerly, HBO
PharmaCare — the drug program of the province of B.C.
Program Area — the divisions of the Ministry of Health that are responsible for stewardship of the
program services delivered by HIBC.
Provider – Physicians, pharmacists and other health care practitioners registered with the Medical
Services Plan or registered to use the PharmaNet system.
Province/government — the government of British Columbia
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Public/general public/citizens/taxpayers — of the province of British Columbia
RAPID – The Medical Services Plan Registration and Premium Information Determination system
RSBC — Revenue Services of British Columbia
Service Level Objectives — Contractual standards for HIBC service delivery, measured monthly or
annually.
Service Level Requirements — Contractual standards for HIBC service delivery, measured monthly
or annually. Financial penalties may be applied if the service provider does not meet Service Level
Requirements.
Service Plan – a plan issued annually by the Province in conjunction with the Provincial Budget that
outlines the strategic priorities and goals for British Columbia’s health care system.
VoIP — Voice over Internet Protocol
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Appendix B – Performance Measures6
Service Level Requirements
SLR#
1(a)
3

Service Function
Registration - Providers
Registration - MSP Enrolments

4

Registration - MSP Premium Assistance

5
6

Registration - Fair PharmaCare Paper
Beneficiary Account Maintenance

8
9

Provider Account Maintenance
Beneficiary Telephone Inquiries

10

Provider Telephone Inquiries

10(a)

Billing Support Telephone Inquiries

11

Busy Rate

12

In-province auto adjudicated claims

13
14(a)

In-province manually
Out of county claims (peak and non-peak)

16(a)

Routine and complicated MSP Provider preauthorizations including notification
New Care Card issuance
Health Care Practitioner and Pharmacy
payments

18
19

20(a)

23(a)

26
27

Systems availability: PharmaNet Help Desk,
PharmaNet Application, Teleplan Application
accepting claims
Systems availability: Fair PharmaCare IVR
and Web Application, IVR Travel Assistance
Application, Self Service Options and IVR
Applications
Quality Adjudication
Notification of Critical Items

Measures
99% within 2 business days
80% within 10 business days
99% within 20 business days
80% within 10 business days
99% within 20 business days
99% processed within 3 business days
40% within 40 business days
80% within 10 business days
99% processed within 5 business days
Average speed to answer - less than 3 minutes (during 8:00am to
4:30pm), averaged monthly
Average speed to answer – less than 1 minute (during 8:00am to
4:30pm), averaged monthly
Average speed to answer – less than 3 minutes (during 8:00am to
4:30pm), averaged monthly
Less than or equal to 2% (during 8:00am to 4:30pm), averaged
monthly
96.5% processed within the next MSP payment cycle
nd
98.5% processed within 2 MSP payment cycle
100% of claims processed within 85 days
80% processed within 4 payment cycles
95% processed within 6 payment cycles
100% processed within 7 business days
99% sent prior to eligibility of benefits
MSP claims payments – mid and end of month – 100% issued on
time.
Pharmacy – weekly – 100% issued on time
24/7 – 99.9% of the contract year with no single outage > 4 hours
after total downtime > 1% during the contract year
24/7 – 99.8% of the contract year with no single outage > 4 hours
after total downtime > .2% during the contract year

Minimum of 98% accuracy
2 hours (for initial unconfirmed notice)

Service Level Objectives:
SLO#
1

Service Function
MSP Beneficiary Registration and Account
Maintenance Services

5

MSP Beneficiary Travel Assistance Program –
CSR support

Measures
95% of replacement CareCards will be mailed within 10 Business
Days from the date of the telephone request or from the date a
written request is processed. [No longer in effect due to
replacement of the CareCard with the BC Services Card.]
Average speed of answer - < 3 minutes
100% of all travel assistance correspondence to be processed within
30 business days

6

Numbers are discontinuous due to performance measurements having being reviewed and adjusted over the years, as stated in Section 1 under
the Measuring Performance sub-section of this report.
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SLO#
7

Service Function
MSP Non-Fee for Service Payments

8

MSP Provider Electronic Claims Submission
and Payment System

Measures
Payment requests from the Province to Health Authorities and
Primary Care sites are processed within one Payment Cycle from
date of receipt of correct and complete invoice.
Medical Advisor Sessional and travel expenses are paid within one
Payment Cycle from date of receipt of correct and complete invoice.
100% of rural health correspondence is processed within
30 Business Days.
Annual availability 99.9% (excludes downtime due to scheduled
maintenance as mutually agreed by the Parties and outages due to
a Force Majeure).
If the primary data centre for the claims system requires a fail over
to the DRP site, the system files and data must be restored to a
point that processing can resume within 12 hours of SSBC
provisioning of the DRP site and to Full Service State within
48 hours.
Service interruption must be restored within one Business Day
when only Service Provider Group infrastructure is involved, or
within one day of restoration of Province Shared Infrastructure.
95% of paper claims are processed through data entry within the
following Payment Cycle from receipt and 100% within the second
Payment Cycle following receipt
100% of the following types of documents are processed within
30 Business Days:

9

MSP Automated claims business rules

10

MSP Provider Manual In-province claims
adjudication – including reciprocal and third
party claims

12

MSP Provider Out of Province/Country Preauthorizations

14

MSP Provider Retroactive Payment
Adjustments

15

MSP Provider Online Payment Schedule
Amendments


Cheques from other provinces for non-BC patient

Physicians who do not bill by Teleplan
Continuous development and implementation of appropriate
automated rules.
Decisions on disputed claims referred to Medical Advisor
Committee (MAC), Medical Payment Issues Committee (MPIC) or
BCMA Reference Committee are processed within 10 Business Days
of receipt from the Province.
80% of requests requiring referral to the Province are prepared and
transferred within 10 Business Days and 99% within 20 Business
Days of receipt of completed application. 100% of all OOC/OOP
pre-authorization requests/documents are processed within
30 Business Days.
Retroactive payment adjustments processed within 6 weeks of
notice from Province to proceed when no implementation date is
provided by the Province
Low volume/low impact – one Business Day from date all
information is complete and correct (not including any effort to
implement automated adjudication business rules if required).
Medium volume/medium impact - 5 Business Days from date all
information is complete and correct (not including any effort to
implement automated adjudication business rules if required).
Large volume/high impact – 20 Business Days from date all
information is complete and correct (not including any effort to
implement automated adjudication business rules if required).
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MSP Provider Overage Claims Requests

90% of complete requests are processed within 20 Business Days
from date scanned.
100% of requests for permission to re-bill will be processed within
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SLO#

Service Function

Measures
30 Business Days.

22

MSP Provider General Correspondence

90% of all general correspondence is processed within 20 Business
Days from receipt.
99% of all general correspondence is processed within 40 Business
Days from receipt.
General correspondence consists of:
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PharmaCare Automated Claims Submission


Beneficiary general correspondence

Correspondence with providers

Critical care coverage

Dental claim adjudication correspondence

Orthodontics and dental correspondence

Patient paid, request reimbursement

Physician requesting clarification

Provider adjudication correspondence

Reciprocal billing – BC physician/OOP patient
Annual availability 99.9% (excludes downtime due to scheduled
maintenance as mutually agreed by the Parties and outages due to
a Force Majeure).
Claims transaction response time including TAC TDU (measured
from the time the transaction enters PharmaNet to the time the
completed transaction is returned to the Network) less than 2.5
seconds 97% of the time.

24

PharmaCare Manual Claims Processing
(offline)

Adjudication – 90% within 10 Business Days 99% within 20 Business
Days.
100% of PharmaCare Helpdesk correspondence processed within 30
Business Days.

25

PharmaNet Tables Administration

Drug prices, Low Cost Alternatives shortages – real time.
Incorrect prices in Production tables updated within 1 Business Day.
Other updates including drug price listing changes processed within
10 Business Days Urgent price change requests will be handled on
an exception basis based on a mutually agreed to basis.
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PharmaCare Pre-Authorizations

Pre-authorization letters prepared and mailed within 7 Business
Days of receiving approval by the Prosthetics and Orthotics
Committee.
100% of orthotics and prosthetics documents/correspondence
processed within 30 Business Days.

28

PharmaCare Plan Registration Services

Palliative Care registrations processed within 1 Business Day.
Consent forms processed within 2 Business Days.
Process Emergency Department, Hospital, and Medical Practice
access to PharmaNet within 2 Business Days of receiving the
request
Process Pharmacy Access request received from the College of
Pharmacists within 1 Business Day to initiate work orders for
connection site.
Multi-language services in Mandarin, Punjabi and Cantonese during
the hours of 9:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. and any calls received outside of

24

SLO#

29

Service Function

Fair PharmaCare (FP) Administrative Review
Process

Measures
those hours will have call back service within 1 Business Day
(including Saturdays) of receipt of call with IVR enabling the multilingual message to be left with commitment to return call within the
same time period.
Urgent FP administrative review cases, when the patient is in
immediate need of a prescription, are handled in real time as long
as all required information is available.
Routine FP administrative review cases not associated with an
urgent need to fill a prescription (such as income reviews, consent
revocations, exceptions to automated processes, appeals, requests
for retroactive payments) – 95% handled within 20 Business Days.
100% of the following correspondence associated with FP
Administrative Review will be processed within 30 Business Days:
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Fair PharmaCare Income Verification Process

31

PharmaCare Restricted Claimant Program


address changes including PO cards

administrative review tickets

affidavits and income documents

applications for income review

correspondence to FP Administrative Review

Correction of information forms

Canada Revenue Agency letters

FP forms

Income tax filed forms

Monthly deductible payment option

FP appeals

Retro Payment of PharmaCare
Automated income verification process is scheduled weekly. Prior
to annual renewal, the process is scheduled more frequently.
Approved restriction and notification letter processed within
5 Business Days.
Temporary restriction change processed in real time.

33

PharmaCare General Correspondence

Changes to approved restriction processed in real time.
Blood glucose strip certificates processed within 1 Business Day.
Third Party Insurer requests processed within 5 Business Days.
Out of Province requests processed with 5 Business Days unless
required sooner.
90% of all general correspondence is processed within 20 Business
Days from receipt.
99% of all general correspondence is processed within 40 Business
Days from receipt.
General correspondence consists of the following types of
documents:

Drug receipts

PharmaCare General Correspondence

PharmaCare WorkSafe BC cheques

Pharmacy and program maintenance

Pharmacy processing
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SLO#
38

Service Function
Document Inventory

Measures

Plan B correspondence and payment adjustments
All applicable documents are archived on schedule per ORCS.
100% of all documents/correspondence covered by a Service Level
Requirement processed within 30 Business Days.

39

40

Document Pre-processing/Mail Room
Activities (including registration and
scanning)
Province Access

41

Information Requests

100% of the document type ‘Research Review’ processed within 30
Business Days.
Document pre-processing/mail room activities completed within
3 Business Days of receipt.
Provides access to required systems/applications within 2 Business
Days of request.
Withdraws access within 1 Business Day of request.
95% of correctly submitted Personal Information requests are
processed within 20 Business Days from date scanned.
95% of correctly submitted ICBC requested listings are processed
within 20 Business Days from date scanned.
100% of the following documents will be processed within
30 Business Days:

42

43
44

45
46

Policy and Procedures (Operations_ Manuals


Beneficiary/MSP FOI requests

History printout to settle claims

PharmaCare FOI requests

Provider FOI requests
Procedures manuals are comprehensive and in a current state.

MSP Enrolment Specialist Secondary Queue
(average queue time to a CSR)
Group Administrator and Government Agent
Call Queue (average queue time to a CSR)

Updates as a result of policy changes are made within 5 Business
Days of receiving approval.
Less than 10 minutes (during 8:00am - 4:30pm on Monday through
Friday except statutory holidays, averaged monthly).
Less than 5 minutes (during 8:00am - 4:30pm on Monday through
Friday except statutory holidays, averaged monthly) for level 1 calls.

Practitioner Checking Patient Coverage for
MSP – Call In (average queue time to a CSR)
PharmaCare General Public Secondary Call
Queue (average queue time to a CSR)

Less than 5 minutes (during 8:00am - 4:30pm on Monday through
Friday except statutory holidays, averaged monthly for level 2 calls.
Less than 5 minutes (during 8:00am - 4:30pm on Monday through
Friday except statutory holidays, averaged monthly).
Less than 5 minutes (during 8:00am - 4:30pm on Monday through
Friday except statutory holidays, averaged monthly).
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Appendix C – Health Insurance BC Statistics
The magnitude of the work involved in the operation of Health Insurance BC by MAXIMUS BC is
reflected in the following statistics7:

Phone calls and
documents





Nearly 2.7 million telephone calls handled annually, almost 1.4 million
by an agent8, and about 1.3 million9 by Interactive Voice Response
systems (IVRs)
over 1 million documents processed each year

MSP
Beneficiaries



almost 4.7 million people or about 2.8 million families10 covered by
MSP under account types that include:
o more than 1.5 million families paying MSP directly
o over 1.25 million families covered by group-administered plans
o nearly 946,000 families receiving MSP Premium Assistance

MSP Providers



15,096 registered providers11
6,349 provider computer sites from which claims are electronically
submitted
nearly 103.8 million provider, patient and 3rd-party claims processed
annually
claim payments of more than $147 million twice a month (over $3.5
billion per year)





PharmaCare







over 1.3 million families receiving assistance under Fair PharmaCare
1,232 pharmacies,104 emergency rooms,1,772 medical practices and
326 other health care facilities connected to PharmaNet12
more than 67.75 million prescriptions and other PharmaCare-covered
claims processed annually through PharmaNet and over 47.6 million
adverse drug interactions flagged
more than $949.5 million paid out for prescriptions and other
PharmaCare-covered benefits each year (over $551 million for Fair
PharmaCare alone)

Plus other statistics—for where they may be required:
o

214 standard client letters and 68 forms in use

o

143 MSP claims and PharmaNet software vendors supported

7

Except where noted, all statistics are as at March 31, 2015.

8

Directly or via call backs or voicemails.

9

Due to ongoing IVR infrastructure upgrades, the number of IVR-handled calls and of total calls handled has been approximated
using an average of prior years’ data.
10

“Families” refers to accounts, which may include only one beneficiary or several people in a family unit.

11

“MSP Providers” refers only to the 10,287 physicians and 4,809 other health care practitioners registered with MSP (these
volumes are as at April 1, 2015). Pharmacists are not counted with MSP Providers. Including 5,719 pharmacists
(as at April 28, 2015), HIBC serves a total of 20,815 health care providers.
12
PharmaNet connections statistics are as at April 5, 2015.
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Appendix D – Key Performance Improvements
Comparison of Service Level performance targets for Key Services to the public - before and after
handover13
Business Service
Service Plan Performance Targets
MAXIMUS Performance Targets
before handover:
after handover:
2003* and 2004**
April 2005 onwards
MSP Enrolment
Less than 4 weeks*
99% within 20 business days
MSP Premium Assistance
Less than 4 weeks*
99% within 20 business days
Account Maintenance
Less than 4 weeks*
99% within 20 business days
Phone Busy Rates
n/a
No busy signals
Average Phone Wait Time Under three minutes**
Under 3 minutes
(MSP Beneficiaries)
Comparison of Service Levels for Key Services to the public - before and after handover14
Business Services
Before handover:
MAXIMUS Average Performance
2004 average
statistics:
April 2006 – March 2012
MSP Enrolment
6 weeks
99.96% within 20 business days
MSP Premium Assistance
4 weeks
99.93% within 20 business days
MSP Account Maintenance
13 weeks
99.96% within 20 business days
Phone Busy Rates
Over 52%
0%
Average Phone Wait Time
Under 5 minutes
2:40 minutes

Health Objective: Improve service to the public
Operations before Handover
General public callers encountering a busy signal over 52%
Up to 200,000 beneficiary documents backlogged
Not measured

Current Operations
No busy signals
Fewer than 25,000 beneficiary documents pending
at any given time.
Processing accuracy levels exceed 98%

Health Objective: Maintain or improve service to health care professionals
Operations before Handover
Current Operations
Health Care Provider calls answered between 1 to Health Care Provider calls answered in less than 1
3 minutes
minute, averaged monthly

13
14

Before Handover some service levels were measured by weeks. After Handover these measures changed to days.
Before Handover some service levels were measured by weeks. After Handover these measures changed to days.
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Health Objective: Permit the Ministry to focus on its core business – stewardship and leadership of
the health system
Operations before Handover
Current Operations
Ministry responsible for direct service delivery,
Core Ministry resources no longer required to
including technology, and dependent on other
support direct service delivery
ministries or external service providers for support
services for this business unit; e.g. human
resources and facilities management

Health Objective: Increase operational flexibility
Operations before Handover
Outdated supporting technologies:
At time of handover, both MSP Claims and
Registration systems were over 30 years old; staff
capable of supporting the systems were
increasingly scarce
Service delivery not monitored or tracked
consistently across the organization; tracking was
heavily dependent on manual processes
Service level reporting data relied heavily on
manual estimates and records.
Limited to no computer-based training tools

Degree of readiness in case of major outages or
disasters varied by program, and was dependent
on multiple parties

Current Operations
Improved software and business processes that
allow agents to access up-to-date information, and
support a wider range of future policy directions
and service delivery models.
MAXImage document database used to provide
scanning, tracking and reporting, and workflow
integration with RAPID.
Routine enterprise-wide and auditable monitoring,
tracking and reporting of data supporting Service
Level Requirements and Service Level Objectives
Consistent, high quality training practices,
including computer-based and classroom
approaches
A second data centre has been set up in a different
geographical zone to provide 100% readiness in
case of major outages or disasters
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Appendix E – Key Transformation Achievements: April 2005 – March 2015
Service
Telephony

User Support

State before Handover
 Aging technology
 Two independent outsourced call
centres
 Multiple internal phone units/help desk
silos
 Unknown reasons for call volumes
 Multiple, unconnected service lines,
with no common tracking or knowledge
base

Transformation Achievements




One single, consolidated public call centre
Ability to identify and monitor call reasons and outcomes
Updated MAXIMUS Call Centre System in 2014, featuring modern VOIP technology and
state-of-the-art call management systems from Cisco




HIBC Service Desk launched in 2013 to provide consolidated help desk support
Service Desk analysts have managed over 75,000 requests and incidents for technical
support
This improvement by HIBC is designed to ensure that users reach the right support person
as quickly as possible
Implementation of a service desk system provides a streamlined source of information
and assistance, with improved tracking, reporting, and alerting features
Growing knowledgebase of common issues and solutions
Ongoing tracking, monitoring and reporting of all Service Level Requirements/Service
Level Objectives
Ability to measure individual efficiency and performance quality – Contact Centre
monitored with TelStrat call recording software
Advanced statistical modelling and simulation software (“Arena” and “Savvion”) to
optimize business process design and management
Reports and monitoring of Contact Centre queues with Cisco Unified Intelligence Centre
Modern workforce management software (Verint) enables scheduling analyst to plan
optimal call centre resourcing levels based on historical call volume and statistical
performance data to minimize cost, handle peaks and meet Service Level Requirements




Performance Management  Limited to no ability to track, monitor
and report operations performance
and Reporting






Call Centre Resource
Planning and Scheduling
Enrolment and Account
Maintenance


 Scheduling of call centre resources done 
manually and limited by the information
available to scheduling analyst
 Enrolment system used to issue medical 
premium bills and collect payment
 Registration and Premium Billing (R&PB) 
technology system developed in the

1980’s

Responsibility for premium billing and collections transferred to Revenue Services of
British Columbia (RSBC)
New interfaces with RSBC’s new provincial Revenue Management System for account
receivables and collections
Registration and Premium Information Determination (RAPID) system launched in 2014 to
replace the aging R&PB
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Service

State before Handover

Transformation Achievements



Improved tracking, documentation, and records of account changes
Integration and training on RAPID for multiple partners with different access levels across
the province

Training and Knowledge
Management Tools

 Limited to no knowledge management 
tools


Computer-based, video and classroom training
Online policies, procedures and work instructions

Document Management

 Use of unsupported technology
 Manual data entry of all forms

Modern imaging technology (“MAXImage”) implemented with integrated workflow
management and queuing
Implemented Optical Character Recognition to automate form recognition, registration
and transactions, and improve efficiency, customer service and privacy
Implemented B.C. Vital Statistics Agency interface, providing newborn data for automated
MSP baby enrolments
Implemented “self-serve” online forms to more efficiently process the most common
requests
Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery Plans and Severity 1 Protocol developed and
implemented
Infrastructure and supporting processes to centralize change and incident management
Integrated, enterprise-wide reporting
Enhanced data security and uptime with dual data centres and backup software servers.
“Best of breed” re-engineering of the MSP Claims systems to expand the existing artificial
intelligence engine for rules management and optimizing business rules
Intermediate service (“TeleMAX”) introduced to control flow of incoming medical claims,
allowing claims to be redirected through various adjudication processes
New claims history application (“MAXPatH”) built on modern technology with enhanced
search capabilities, auditability and security
Automated manual claims presentation/workflow based on configurable optimization
algorithm
Enabled provider-based adjudication and payment determination
Enhanced claims-in-process with added information display to assist adjudicators
Reduced total in-province claims backlog by 86%, including a 99.9% drop in claims older
than 60 days. This led to a matching 99.9% reduction in associated interest payments to
providers
Claims adjudication rules re-engineered to eliminate cumbersome PL/1 software code and
replace with a rules engine. This more efficient system resulted in a 60% reduction in the
coded rules that govern automatic claims adjudication and led to over $1,000,000/year in






Change and Incident
Management

Medical Claims

 Limited functionality

 Stand-alone systems
 No integrated enterprise-wide reporting 


 Direct connection between Health Care 
Provider systems and back-end claims

processing system
 Antiquated/unsupported medical claims

records database with limited search
capabilities
 First in, first out-based manual claims 
workflow
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Service

State before Handover

Transformation Achievements




Pharmacy Claims and Drug  Aging infrastructure technology unable 
to scale to accommodate increased
Information System
transactional demand

 Only capable of processing drug
utilization reviews at point of dispense
 Unable to accommodate pharmacy

service claims

savings from error corrections
Enhanced data management
Improved claims processing turnaround times—even as claim complexity and volumes
increase
Online claims submission for physicians not using TelePlan for claims submissions
New infrastructure capable of handling increased transaction counts and integration of
the broader eHealth technology landscape, such as the Health Information Access Layer
(HIAL)
The PharmaNet system was modernized to allow the recording and retrieval of electronic
prescriptions, improve clinician access and medication management tools, and improve
financial controls in the system
Implementation of pharmacy service claims to enable pharmacies to request payment for
services such as medication reviews
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Appendix F – Status Report on Key Financial Risks
The following risks have been extracted from the Health Benefits Operations Project Summary Report.,
published in November 2004.
A. Risks transferred to the Vendor
Risk Category & Description

Mitigation
(Contractual Provisions)

Status: First 10 Years

Business Risk
MAXIMUS BC does not achieve
service levels in contract

Financial penalties

MAXIMUS did not meet several
service level requirements in each
of the first 7 months after
assuming operations from the
Ministry. In response, the Ministry
assessed financial penalties. No
service level failures have
occurred, and no penalties have
been assessed since that time.

Years 3 and 10 are fixed price.

Years 3 through 10 are fixed price.
The Ministry was not requested,
and did not pay any portion of
HIBC base cost overruns during
this period.

Economic Risks:
Cost Overruns: Year 3 through 10

B: Shared Risks
Risk Category & Description

Mitigation
(Contractual Provisions)

Status: First 10 Years

Economic Risks:
Cost Overruns: Transition, Year 1
and Year 2

Government structure; reporting
requirements

Government shared in cost
overruns in each period.

Inflation

Government’s inflation exposure
capped at 1.25 percent annually

Average annual inflation over the
ten year period was 1.75
15
percent.

15

Data Source: Statistics Canada Consumer Price Indexes for Canada, Monthly (V41690973 series)
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Risk Category & Description
Decision Error (risk of increased
claim costs)

Mitigation
(Contractual Provisions)

Status: First 10 Years

Governance structure: Ministry
sign-off on all systems business
rule changes; defined role for
ministry in decision-making in
complex manual claims; service
levels include quality with
penalties for high error rates

Risk has not materialized.

Governance structure; reporting
requirements; penalties for
delayed hand-over

Delayed hand-over of Fair
PharmaCare application (work-inprogress at time of handover)
resulted in reduction to base fees.

Scheduling Risks:
Transition Plan

Fair Pharmacare was fully
transitioned on May 12, 2005.
Transformation Plan

Governance structure; reporting
requirements; time limit on
financial risk-sharing; MAXIMUS
bears risk of delayed productivity
improvements after Year 2

Where government decisions
resulted in delays or cancellation
of specific components of the
Transformation Plan, MAXIMUS
was compensated.

Ministry has sign-off on
unanticipated scope changes;
would require business case from
MAXIMUS.

Claims backlog proposal:
Although MAXIMUS was meeting
the SLR for practioner claims
processing, a backlog existed and
unpaid claims were accruing
interest. MAXIMUS proposed
increased labour to decrease the
backlog and save the MoH
approx. $850,000 in net benefits
over 5 years through reduced
interest payments.

Scope:
Risk that scope changes will
increase net cost to Ministry

Project Complexity:
Risks associated with balancing
Time-limit on financial risk-sharing; Revenue Management System
multiple goals, numerous concurrent vendor incented to maintain
implementation, involving the
activities, new business processes service levels during transition and separation of financial functions
complex technology implementation, transformation phases.
from MSP Registration system
coordinating multiple organizational
was more complex than
units.
anticipated, resulting in increased
project costs funded by
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Risk Category & Description

Mitigation
(Contractual Provisions)

Status: First 10 Years
government;
MAXIMUS’ Transformation plans
and technical solutions for the
MSP Claims and Registration
systems changed from the original
plans. MAXIMUS was fully
responsible for the related cost
increases.

C: Material risks retained by the Province
Risk Category & Description

Mitigation
(Contractual Provisions)

Status: First 10 Years

Business Risk
Major/sustained volume growth
driven by government activity or
policy change

Governance structure; annual
Mainframe costs – Unprecedented
business planning and joint priority growth in the volumes of
setting
mainframe transactions generated
by external users occurred and is
anticipated to continue, preventing
MAXIMUS from realizing a
planned reduction in mainframe
costs. Government compensated
MAXIMUS for the additional costs.

Change in government law or policy Governance structure; annual
Several changes in scope have
requiring changes in scope, systems business planning and joint priority resulted from government
or business processes
setting
decisions and increased the fees
paid to MAXIMUS. Examples
include:






the introduction of the BC
Services Card, which
replaces the CareCard;
eHealth projects and
programs, including the
modernization of the
PharmaNet system to enable
electronic prescribing, and
administration of Electronic
Health record disclosure
Directives;
PharmaCare’s Smoking
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Risk Category & Description

Mitigation
(Contractual Provisions)

Status: First 10 Years
Cessation program.
Transfer of the Temporary
Premium Assistance Program
from the Ministry of Finance to
HIBC.

Economic Risks:
Voluntary exit or Severance Costs - Province’s exposure capped;
prior to handover and during first
limited by seniority provisions in
two years of contract
collective agreement

This risk did not materialize.
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Appendix G – HIBC Modernization
1) Implementation of an Enterprise Architecture to align all HIBC technology platforms:


Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) in both the mainframe and non-mainframe
environments, providing improved access to data and enhanced system-to-system
communications;



New data warehouse with business intelligence platform;



Virtual desktop technology;



Common monitoring and altering tool; and,



Alignment to the Province’s data centre strategy.

2) Implementation of further automation for improved efficiency, enhanced customer service
and increased privacy, such as:


Online forms;



Optical Character Recognition (OCR) based processing of transactions and data entry for
additional high-volume forms; and,



Rules engine functionality for rules management.

3) Under the PharmaNet Modernization Project:


Enhancement of the current PharmaNet application on its existing platform;



Addition of the Medication Management Framework (MMF) to support the payment of fees
to pharmacists for performing clinical services;



Addition of functionality allowing the recording and retrieval of electronic prescriptions;



Implementation of the PharmaNet integration layer and its connection to the Oracle Health
Information Access Layer (HIAL);



Deployment of enhanced infrastructure (upgraded hardware and software to support the
increase in system capacity requirements) and re-hosting of the core PharmaNet application
and selected interfaces and reports to operate on the enhanced infrastructure; and,



Enhancement of PharmaCare operations and support (the PharmaNet help desk, contact
centre, quality assurance, software support organization conformance testing, etc.) to meet
the requirements of an increased client base.
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